ABSTRACT Embedding second-order operations into deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) has recently shown impressive performance for a number of vision tasks. Specifically, the two-branch secondorder response transform (SoRT) network introduces the element-wise product transform into intermediate layers of CNNs, which facilitates the cross-branch response propagation and achieves promising classification accuracy. However, it fails to adaptively rescale responses of feature maps and largely changes the topology of the original backbone networks, leading to the limitation of generalizability. In order to overcome above problems, we propose a novel Second-order Response Transform Attention Network (SoRTA-Net) for classification tasks. The core of SoRTA-Net is the designed refined second-order response transform (RSoRT) module integrating reasonably the attention Squeeze-and-Excitation (SE) block and second-order response transform. Firstly, SoRTA-Net recalibrates adaptively feature responses by the SE block, and then the outputs are sequentially passed through the second-order response transform block, capturing approximately co-occurrence statistics and providing more nonlinearity. Finally, a shortcut branch is naturally combined with the output of the module to boost propagation. The proposed RSoRT module can be flexibly inserted into existing CNNs without any modification of network topology. Our SoRTA-Net extensively evaluated on three datasets (CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100, and SVHN). The experiments have shown that SoRTA-Net is superior to its baseline and achieves competitive performance.
on high-order statistics mainly uses the covariance matrix generated by global second-order pooling or th Gaussian statistics of extracted features as final image representation, which is applied on a series of visual tasks. The global second-order pooling is primarily placed behind the last convolutional layer of deep CNNs. In a small-scale scenario, Ionescu et al. [21] propose DeepO 2 P architecture, which employs matrix logarithm domain of covariance and develops matrix backpropagation methodology involving the singular value decomposition (SVD). As parallel work Lin et al. [22] present the bilinear CNN, which mainly calculates the outer product of the output features of the last convolutional layers of the two-way networks, followed by elementwise power normalization and 2 -normalization sequentially. Taking inter-layer part feature interaction into consideration, hierarchical bilinear pooling [49] is proposed to achieve multiple cross-layer bilinear pooling for fine-grained visual recognition. Instead of employing only element-wise power normalization after feature interaction, Li et al. propose the matrix power normalized covariance (MPN-COV) [25] for large-scale visual recognition and give underling mechanism to explain why it works well from the views of statistics and geometry. Based on MPN-COV, G 2 DeNet [23] and MoNet [24] compute the Gaussian statistics of deep features, forming the symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrix. The resulting SPD matrix then undergoes matrix square-root, designed as modular layers embedding into networks. Due to MPN-COV performs SVD on covariance, it slows down the training speed specially for GPU configuration. Its improved version iSQRT-COV [26] is presented to speed up training of MPN-COV, which only needs to compute matrix multiplications supported on GPU well. 3G-Net [18] estimates a global covariance of generalized Gaussian for large-scale object recognition and scene categorization.
Although the global second-order pooling has achieved good performance at the end of the network, introducing high-order features in the middle of the network is still an open problem. Additionally, quite a few works [17] , [20] , [27] attempt to explore more nonlinear representations in intermediate layers of deep CNNs. Among them, Wang et al. [17] present the second-order response transform (SoRT) to enhance the nonlinear modeling ability by introducing quadratic transformation in the middle layer of the network. Our method is mainly based on this work, where we propose a refined second-order response transform (RSoRT) module with attention mechanism for adaptively learning more discriminative features and producing strong nonlinearity by exploring second-order filter response throughout the whole convolutional network. Following the idea of [17] [18] [19] [20] , second-order response is explored using simple yet effective element-wise product rather than inefficient computationally global covariance or Gaussian.
Attention mechanism has an important role in human perception [28] , [29] , which aims to amplify the effective information while suppressing redundant one [30] , [33] . The benefits of the attention mechanism have been revealed in various tasks, including machine translation [31] in natural language and image annotation [32] in computer vision. There are many attempts that have been employed to embed attention block into deep CNNs to improve classification performance. Wang et al. [35] propose an encoder-decoder style attention between intermediate stages of deep CNNs and employ an hourglass [36] module to obtain the global information including both spatial and channel dimension. Non-local networks [50] compute a response in feature map through sum of all responses with different weights according to distance of responses for capturing long-range dependencies. More related to our work, Hu et al. [34] present the Squeeze-and-Excitation (SE) block, which comprises a lightweight gating mechanism, and puts more attention on enhancing the representational power of CNNs through establishing channel relationships in a efficient manner.
Motivated by [17] and [34] , for adaptively rescaling the response in deep feature map, the SE block is integrated into our RSoRT module. Based on the module, we propose a novel Second-order Response Transform Attention Network (SoRTA-Net). The proposed RSoRT module embedded into residual-styled networks is depicted in Fig. 1(d) . As references, the original residual block, our baseline and Inception-styled RSoRT are shown in Fig. 1(a) , Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 1(c) , respectively. Take the residual network as an example, the SoRTA-Net can be built by stacking multiple RSoRT modules presented in Fig. I . Our RSoRT module consists of two blocks, i.e., SE block and SoRT block. Given responses X from any layer of backbone models, it is passed through attention SE building block, in which the squeeze operation produces a channel descriptor by aggregating feature maps along with corresponding spatial dimension. The excitation operation is followed closely to capture channel-wise dependencies used to obtain channelwise scaling weights by nonliner layers and a simple selfgating mechanism. The learned weights are multiplied by responses X, selectively highlighting informative responses. After that, the output of SE building block enters the SoRT block. In this block, the rescaled responses and vanilla ones are combined through element-wise product, providing more nonlinearity and richer structural information. This module enables networks to handle more complicated feature distribution while the commonly used first-order statistics (e.g., global average pooling) in deep CNNs fail to. In addition, owing to the residual networks have an identity mapping, our method naturally gets the corresponding variant, fusing the first-and second-order terms into SoRTA-Net.
The contributions of this paper lie in three folds: (1) We propose a novel general classification framework secondorder transform response attention network (SoRTA-Net) by combing the second-order transform response and SE building block. It boosts representation ability of deep CNNs by introducing more nonlinearity and second-order statistics. (2) To learn more discriminative representations, we explore more flexible second-order response transform and present RSoRT module. The module can adaptively RSoRT into Inception-styled networks and residual-styled networks, respectively. The original residual block only uses the first-order feature information, and the SoRT module introduces a second-order term to capture the second-order information through responses from two branches, significantly changing the designed topology of backbone networks (compared to (a)). The proposed RSoRT module introduces attention SE building block on the basis of residual block without any modification of networks, which can enhance the effective information and obtain second-order features interaction to further boost the performance. means the computation of the second-order responses by element-wise product. ⊕ denotes the element-wise addition.
FIGURE 2.
Overview of the proposed RSoRT-Net. Our RSoRT-Net is built by stacking multiple RSoRT modules. Here, for brevity and consistency, the RSoRT modules consist of the residual learning, sharing the same form with Fig. 1(d) . recalibrate responses and model the second-order feature interaction robustly to complex image characteristics. (3) Our SoRTA-Net is extensively evaluated on various datasets. Experimental results demonstrate that SoRTA-Net gains significant accuracy improvements over its counterparts and obtains competitive performance compared to state-of-the-art methods.
II. SECOND-ORDER RESPONSE TRANSFORM ATTENTION NETWORK (SORTA-NET)
In this section, we mainly give a description of our proposed SoRTA-Net. Firstly, the general formulation of refined second-order response transform module (RSoRT) is introduced. Then, the involved SE building block for exploring the correlation of each channel is reviewed. At last, we instantiate RSoRT module by integrating the SoRT block and SE building block, and insert it into networks.
A. FORMULATION OF REFINED SECOND-ORDER RESPONSE TRANSFORM MODULE
Let X ∈ R C×H ×W be feature of a layer in the network, F(X; W 1 ) and G(X; W 2 ) are the outputs of X fed into two separate branches, respectively. W 1 and W 2 are learnable parameters of branches. F(X; W 1 ) and G(X; W 2 ) will be fused to produce powerful responses and increase nonlinear capability. As described in Sec. I, covariance pooling can summarize them with interactional manner. However, computing covariance pooling is time-consuming, especially when it comes to SVD. Besides, it resides on behind the last convolution layer of networks and brings high-dimensional representation directly connected into classifier, providing limited nonlinearity. In our case, we aim to model secondorder responses in earlier layers. Unfortunately, the global covariance pooling fails to model that. Drawing on the work of the literature [17] , in the SoRT block of RSoRT module we employ computationally efficient element-wise operation to meet our requirement, and summarize F(X; W 1 ) and G(X; W 2 ), i.e. element-wise product, taking the following general form:
where y refers to fused features with both first-and second-order statistics, g is regularization operation or nonlinear operation (discussed in Subsec. III-B), and means the element-wise product operation. The existence of the element-wise product has three clear advantages, one facilitates cross-branch information propagation, the another one enhances the nonlinearity of the module and the last one is efficient computationally. Intuitively, the formulation of our RSoRT module is simple and easy to implement. Note that F(X; W 1 ) or G(X; W 2 ) (or both) have been underwent attention SE block (see Subsec. II-B) for adaptively refining responses and capturing interdependencies between channels before fusion (Eq. (1)). In [17] , authors construct subjectively symmetrical branches and apply proposed fusion strategy on them. It significantly changes the designed topology of networks ( Fig. 1(a) vs. Fig. 1(b) ). Differently, according to inherent components and branches in modern CNN architectures, we insert our RSoRT module into them without any modification of existing CNNs. In addition, RSoRT module exploits the popular and strong attention mechanism, and makes a meaningful combination to further enhance network performance.
For learning of RSoRT module, given the partial derivative of loss function l with respect to y, i.e., Based on chain rule, the following formula can be obtained
where dy and dW 1 After some manipulations, we further get
Considering the identity that tr A T (B C) = tr((A B) T C), we substitute Eq. (5) into Eq. (2) and can obtain
As dl = tr ( is also related to F(X; W 1 ). The learning of W 1 and W 2 is coupled and helps each other to train. The forward and backward of RSoRT module are completely given so that it can be flexibly and conveniently integrated into deep CNNs for end-to-end training.
B. SE BLOCK
RSoRT module involves SE block to refine responses from a global view. The convolution operations in deep CNNs only focus on local patterns within receptive fields, e.g. 7×7 region, failing to sense the whole image. By stacking a set of convolution layers, CNNs can gradually enlarge the receptive fields and thus provide a global perspective approximately. However, it is inefficient and makes CNNs more deep hard to optimize. Besides, the filters in convolution layers are applied to each local region equally without taking the difference of responses into consideration. For providing a global view and highlighting important responses, SE is adopted to meet our requirements. It exploits the correlation of each channel, which enhances representational power of networks in a more efficient manner. In addition, SE block can be viewed as a mechanism of attention that imposes different weights between channels [42] . Specifically, the SE block is composed of two parts, viz. squeeze and excitation.
The squeeze operation mainly aggregates responses contained in each H ×W feature map (channel) of any 3D feature tensor X ∈ R H ×W ×C . For providing a global view, we harvest global statistics from all local responses due to they describe the whole image. For efficiency, the statistics are summarized through global pooling along the spatial dimension of X. Let GP(·) mean that pooling. We can get C-dimensional statistical vector z by
where z = [z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z C ] ∈ R C . Here, we choose the very naive and widely used global average pooing. It can be easily replaced with another desired pooling methods. Without introducing extra convolution layers and non-local operations, we can model a global view from both lower and higher layers through the channel-wise statistics z. The excitation operation is then designed to flexibly learn the nonlinear relationship between channels, while ensuring that non-mutually-exclusive channel-wise dependencies can be modeled. Through excitation, the input responses of SE block are assigned with learned scaling factors based on their importance. Therefore, we first capture channel-wise dependencies according to the channel-wise statistics computed from squeeze operation (Eq. (9)) in an interactive way. The interactive formula is as follows:
where σ (·) refers to nonlinear activation function. FC(·) denotes one fully connected layer or a set of fully connected layers and W are their parameters including weights and biases. The nonlinear interaction between channels is flexibly achieved by Eq. (10). In our case, two successive fully connected layers followed by nonlinear functions are adopted to predict s. s ∈ R C is learned scaling factors and fed into the sigmoid gating function, making each entry of it less than 1. Based on the interactive prediction s, we then refine the input responses. The refinement is implemented by channel-wise multiplication ⊗ between X and s through
By Eq. (11), we obtain finally the refined responsesX of SE block, adaptively boosting the learning towards more discriminability and focusing on feature relationship. In summary, SE block collects global statistics by shrinking spatial dimension and conducts embedding of statistics in a learnable and interactive manner through fully connected and nonlinear layers. The refined responses have a global view and focus more on the saliency.
C. INSTANTIATION
As mentioned above, our RSoRT module can be embedded into any CNNs. This subsection instantiates new networks based on mainstream ResNet [15] . Due to the presence of shortcut connection, ResNet is naturally two-branch structure with residual learning branch and identity mapping branch (input feature X itself). Hence, the generic Eq. (1) can be modified to following form
whereX = RES(X), and RES(·) refers to residual learning layers in ResNet. F se (X) is the output of SE block (see Subsec. II-B). ε is a small floating point number, aiming at avoiding the numerical instability in gradient computation. We set σ and g to be the Leaky Rectified Linear Unit (LReLU) [51] activation function and batch normalization [52] operation, respectively. In Sec. III-B, we will discuss the effect of above two operations. For non-residual networks, such as Inception-styled network, the idea of fusion strategy is similar with only marginal modification, showing in Fig. 1(c) . Clearly, our claims can be met mainly by discarding the X term in Eq. (12) . In this situation,X denotes the output of Inception module. Based on the instantiation, we can construct SoRTA-Net with various styles of CNNs stacked by different layers.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate our proposed SoRTA-Net in a series of benchmark datasets, including CIFAR-10 [37], CIFAR-100 [37] and Street View House Numbers (SVHN) [38] .
A. EXPERIMENTAL DATASETS AND SETTING 1) EXPERIMENTAL DATASETS
The CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100 datasets consist of 60,000 32 × 32 color images of 10 and 100 classes, respectively (50,000 for training and 10,000 for testing). The Street View House Numbers (SVHN) dataset [38] is a large number of Street View images of 10 classes, which contains 73,257 training images, 26,032 test images, and 531,131 extra training samples. Each image is of size 32 × 32. To facilitate fair comparison with other methods, the training and test sets of the dataset are partitioned by following the literature [17] , [38] . We select 400 samples per category from training set, forming a total of 4000 images, and 200 samples from each category in the extra dataset, forming a total of 2000 images. These 6000 images are used as a new validation set. The remaining 598,388 images are used as the new training set. Some example images from above benchmarks are shown in Fig. 3 .
2) EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
The ResNet [15] achieves promising performance for many visual tasks and is employed as our backbone model. Based on original works [15] , [17] , we adopt two ResNet architectures with different numbers of layers, including ResNet-20 and ResNet-32. Deeper architectures, such as ResNet-50 and ResNet-101, consume more computation burden. Due to limited computing resources, experiments are not conducted on them.
For training from scratch on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and SVHN, we use standard data augmentation, including random horizontal flip and random crop. The learning rate is initialized to be 1e-1, and reduced to 1e-2 and 1e-3 at the 80 th and 160 th within 200 epochs, respectively. Weight decay and momentum are 1e-4 and 0.9, respectively. The mini-batch size is set to 64. The stochastic gradient descent with momentum is used to optimize the cross entropy loss function. All programs are implemented under the PyTorch framework [39] and run on a PC equipped with a single GeForce GTX 1080 GPU.
B. ABLATION STUDY ON SORTA-NET
Based on RSoRT and ResNet-20, we develop the SoRTA-Net-20 listed in Table 1 , where every Conv_x (x = 2,3,4) stage has three building blocks. Each building block (residual learning block) consists of two convolutional layers. The 1 × 1 and 16 in the bracket refer to the kernel size and its number in convolutional layers. Our RSoRT is inserted behind the last layer of building block of Conv_x stage. The global average pooling and fully connected layer with 10-way softmax (for CIFAR-10) are appended to the end of ResNet-20-SoRTA to output image representation and make prediction. Similarly, we construct SoRTA-Net-32 with more building blocks.
The core of SoTRA-Net is RSoRT module, which contains two key functions g and σ , shown in Eq. (12) . They play different roles on the second-order term (g[σ (X) σ (F se (X)) + ε]). To this end, we conduct ablation studies to analyze impacts of them. For faster evaluation, the shallower SoRTA-Net-20 without SE block is adopted as backbone. All ablation experiments are carried out on CIFAR-10 dataset. We first evaluate the function g. Here, σ and ε are respectively set to ReLU activation function and 1e-4. Without employing g, the second-order term is modified from g[ReLU (X) ReLU (X)+1e−4] to X X +1e−4. This term changes nontrivially the magnitude of input, leading to nonconvergence during the training process. After conducting element-wise square-root on it (g = Sqrt(·)), SoRTA-Net-20 gets 91.28% in accuracy, illustrated in Fig. 4 . Note that, in this case, it is identical with [17] . As such, the work of [17] can be cast as special case of our method when adopting original ResNet. Thereafter, ε is set to 0. Further, we use signed square-root (y ← sign(x) √ σ (x)) [22] to improve Sqrt(·). It yields improvement of 0.51%, denoted as Sign in Fig. 4 . Batch Normalization (BN) has been widely explored in CNNs with various styles, including plain networks, residual networks, inception networks and their variants. It normalizes effectively input within a mini-batch by mean and covariance, and speeds up the training of networks. Naturally, we replace signed square-root with BN and the accuracy is increased from 91.79% to 92.2%. The above comparisons suggest that function g = BN (·) throughout following experiments. For function σ , ReLU sets all elements of input less than 0 to 0. For the purpose of utilizing negative entries, the LReLU is exploited to handle that. Overall, the combination of BN and LReLU (BN+LReLU in Fig. 4 ) achieves the best result, which obtains 1.29% gain compared with the Sqrt. The experimental results reported in next subsection are based on g = BN (·) and σ = LReLU (·).
C. COMPARISON WITH OUR BASELINES AND COUNTERPARTS
We compare our method with our baselines and counterparts on three datasets, whose results are given in Tables 2 and 3 . In like manner, the deeper ResNet-32 is employed as backbone model. The performance of our method and state-of-thearts are shown in Table 3 . Overall, methods with deeper model get more higher recognition rate. Our ResNet-32-RSoRT obtains 93.78%, 70.74% and 98.11% in accuracy on the three datasets superior to other methods, including the baseline ResNet-32-SoRT. Note that ResNet-32-RSoRT outperforms slightly much deeper ResNet-56 [17] on CIFAR-10 and SVHN. The comparative results again demonstrate that the second-order statistics can boost more discriminability of deep models, and the introduced nonlinearity is conducive to visual recognition.
Besides, we additionally explore another different styles of CNN, i.e., plain-styled LeNet, as the backbone model to evaluate our method. Here, we mainly compare our method with our baseline SoRT [17] . The results of the backbone model, our baseline method SORT and our proposed method RSoRT are all listed in Table 4 . Our baseline method cannot be embedded into plain-styled CNNs. Thus, in order to embed method of SoRT into plain-styled CNNs, it has to largely modify the topology of the LeNet by replacing of each convolutional layer with a two-branch module. The modified LeNet is denoted as LeNet * in Table 4 . It can be observed that the LeNet * significantly outperforms original LeNet by a large margin on all three datasets. Based on the much stronger LeNet * , our baseline method LeNet * -SoRT obtains naturally higher accuracies on all datasets. The excellent performance may be ascribed to the employed powerful backbone model LeNet * . Compared with SoRT, our method RSoRT can directly be inserted into various styled CNNs without any modification of original CNNs topology, including plain-styled CNNs. Therefore, we apply our RSoRT module to original LeNet rather than the manually modified two-branch LeNet * , and its results are shown in the last row of Table 4 . With initial LeNet, the performance of our method LeNet-RSoRT is very comparable with LeNet * -SoRT. Meanwhile, the experiments indicate the better generalizability of our method.
D. COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS
Finally, we compare our ResNet-RSoRT method with stateof-the-arts on three datasets. Please note that most of the state-of-the-art methods exploit deeper and more powerful CNN models for image classification. The comparison results are shown in Table 5 . Specifically, our ResNet-32-RSoRT is slightly weaker than ResNet-50 [40] on the CIFAR-10 dataset, but their results are comparable. WRN-GNPP [41] employs the wide residual network (WRN) [61] as the backbone model. The geometric neural phrase pooling (GNPP) implicitly models the spatial co-occurrence and is inserted into the intermediate layer of networks. WRN-GNPP achieves impressive performance on the three datasets. Built on the powerful 250-layer DenseNet, DenseNet-250-BC [53] obtains the best score VOLUME 7, 2019 on CIFAR-100 (80.36%) and the second best score on CIFAR-10 (94.81%), lower than DenseNet-250-MCA [54] on SVHN. The high scores obtained by DenseNet-250-BC and DenseNet-250-MCA may be mainly credited to the employed extremely deep model. Due to our baseline SoRT is very strong, it achieves the highest accuracy rates with 28-layer WRN on both CIFAR-10 and SVHN datasets. Overall, our RSoRT models with shallower backbone networks, i.e., ResNet-20 and ResNet-32, still can achieve competitive performance and outperform several state-of-the-art approaches. The comparisons also illustrate the effectiveness of our networks in conjunction with RSoRT modules.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the Second-order Response Transform Attention Network (SoRTA-Net), a novel approach to combine the refined second-order response transform and the SE building block for visual classification. The proposed RSoRT module in SoRTA-Net can capture simultaneously first-and second-order statistics, refining feature responses and enhancing the discriminability and nonlinearity. The RSoRT can be integrated into deep CNNs with different styles conveniently. Our method is extensively evaluated on three benchmark datasets and achieves competitive performance compared with state-of-the-arts. In future, we will comprehensively study the effect of our method on largescale datasets, such as ImageNet-1K [62] for object recognition and Places365 [63] for scene categorization. Besides, we will also mine higher-order feature interaction and attention mechanisms from both channel and spatial dimension for further improvements. 
